
Fast Time-to-Market

A high performance asset tracking device and application that is complete and fully functional
out of the box for a fast time-to-market, while offering the highest possible degree of
customizability of firmware, hardware, and cloud integration – all at a competitive price point.

IoT Solution Toolkit

Full Customizability

Get 100% ownership over how the tracker
performs and interacts with your business
applications, including reporting intervals,
what data to send where when, etc.

IP Ownership
Own all intellectual property of your
application and solution, from firmware to
cloud. Mitigate any risk that confidential
information gets leaked.

Trial immediately with small volume
orders from Twilio, then scale fast with
production volumes from a leading ODM
partner. Modify hardware if necessary.

Data Security

Get full transparency and visibility into
how data flows and how it is
encrypted, from the tracker through to
your cloud applications and back.

Proven Scale

Built on the market-proven Twilio IoT
platforms, reliably scale your asset
tracking deployment to manage
millions of units in the field.

"Twilio’s programmable asset tracking solution
toolkit lets us deliver a unique solution to each
of our customers without requiring deep
expertise in embedded systems, resulting in a
better and more reliable tracking experience.”

Gabriel Weeks
President, GPX Intelligence



Features & Capabilities

twil.io/asset-tracker

Built on two of Twilio IoT’s proven global platforms that tackle the toughest challenges of
connecting devices to the internet: Twilio Electric Imp™ provides tightly integrated hardware,
OS, cloud, APIs, and device management capabilities to secure and manage your IoT solution
throughout its lifecycle. Twilio Super SIM™ delivers reliable global cellular connectivity on 400+
networks with maximum uptime, while avoiding the hassle of managing carriers. 

Location Capabilities

Outdoor location tracking via GNSS & 
cellular trilateration

Indoor location tracking via WiFi/BLE 
passive signal

Multi-source precision location 

Seamless transition between indoor and 
outdoor tracking

Theft Recovery Mode / Real-time tracking

Customizable tracking modes to optimize 
battery life

Hardware Features

LTE Cat-M/2G , BLE, WiFi (scanning)

Application coprocessor

Accelerometer, tamper & temp sensor

GNSS (GPS, Galileo, GLONASS, BeiDou)

3 field-replaceable AA batteries, non 
hazardous material 

IP67 environmental protection

Magnetic, adhesive, or screw mount

Optional 128MB storage

Sophisticated Alerts

Instant alerts & alarms

Impact, temperature, and tamper alerts

Configurable alert thresholds

Movement recognition

Low battery alert

Power Management

Intelligent operation with up to 
4 years of battery life 

Adaptive, configurable sleep/ 
report intervals and alerting

Shipping/standby mode



Technical Specifications

Module

Twilio Electric Imp imp006 IoT Module 
(STM32F423ZHJ6I)
Remotely managed STM32F4 
microcontroller with lifetime security 
maintenance
Tracking application in a high level 
scripting language
Fail-safe over-the-air updates of tracker 
OS and application
Sophisticated device- and cloud-based 
end-to-end architecture
Powerful fleet management tools that 
scale to millions of devices

Full product 
specification: twil.io/asset-tracker

GNSS

Supported constellations: GPS, Galileo, 
GLONASS, BeiDou
Concurrent reception: 3 GNSS
Accuracy: to 2.5m
Hot Start: from 1s
Assisted Start: from 3s
Cold Start: from 26s
Anti-spoofing
Anti-jam
Additional positioning: Via cellular, WiFi, 
and Bluetooth LE multi-lateration (as 
available)

Connectivity

LTE Cat-M1, 2G (EGPRS/GSM/EDGE)
LTE Cat-M1 Bands: 1—5, 8, 12—13, 18—20, 25— 
28, 66, 85
2G Bands: 850/900/1800/1900MHz
Wifi

Frequency: 2.4GHz
Antenna: internal
Bandwidth: 20MHz and 40MHz
Listen-only scan
Standalone 160MHz 32-bit WiFi 
Processor, configurable OTA

Bluetooth
Bluetooth® 5 (LE).
Advertising extensions.
Multiple advertisement set

Sensors

Accelerometer alert modes: Free-fall & motion
Accelerometer sensitivity: 0.001g
Temperature Accuracy: 1°C

Physical characteristics

81mm x 66mm x 33mm (3.19” x 2.63” x 1.31”)
Weight: 168g
Environmental protection: IP67 Waterproof
Operating Temperature: -30 to +60°C
Mounting options: 

Magnetic, 
Screw attach, 
Adhesive bond


